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This is the book every newcomer needs to better understand Canadians. It aims to make

Canadian English even friendlier, and helps readers become more comfortable and confident

when speaking with Canadians.Through 15 years’ experience teaching English as a foreign

language in Canada, co-author Edward Shaw knows what people new to Canadian English

need to learn about their alternative language. Edward and co-author Alison Bambury, a

communications professional, have worked hard to craft the most useful definitions and

examples of common Canadian English idioms and slang. Note that this book is not a

comprehensive guide to the 25,000 English idioms used around the world.An idiom is a group

of words whose meaning is very different from the definition of each individual word. For

example, if something is “out of the blue,” it has nothing to do with colour. It means something

is a big surprise. Someone might say, “My promotion at work came out of the blue.”Slang are

words used very casually. These words bring together people in-the-know by helping them

quickly understand each other. For example, people from the Canadian province of

Saskatchewan might refer to the hooded sweatshirt they’re wearing as a “bunny-hug.”

Elsewhere, it’s known as a “hoodie.”With definitions and examples of over 400 everyday idioms

and slang, this is a useful resource for intermediate to advanced English speakers and anyone

working to improve their IELTS, TOEFL, or TOEIC score.

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult National Board Certification Test QuestionsHere's a little

"secret" about the National Board Certification Assessment: the National Board Certification

test is what we in the test preparation field call a "content driven" test.While some tests are

looking to see what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the National Board Certification

Exam, offered by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS), is to test

your understanding of what you have already learned. The goal of the National Board

Certification test is to use a standardized testing process to create an objective assessment of

a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more about what you know than your

ability to solve clever puzzles. This is good news for those who are serious about being

prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can succeed on the National

Board Certification test by learning critical concepts on the test so that you are prepared for as

many questions as possible.Repetition and thorough preparation is a process that rewards

those who are serious about being prepared, which means that succeeding on the National

Board Certification test is within the reach of virtually anyone interested in learning the

material.This is great news! It means that if you've been worried about your upcoming National

Board Certification test, you can rest easy IF you have a good strategy for knowing what to

study and how to effectively use repetition to your advantage.But it also creates another set of

problems.If you tried to memorize every single possible thing you can for the National Board

Certification test, the field of possible things to review would be so huge that you could not

hope to cover everything in a reasonable time.That's why we created the Flashcard Study

System for the National Board Certification Exam: we have taken all of the possible topics and

reduced them down to the hundreds of concepts you must know and provided an easy-to-use

learning method to guarantee success on the National Board Certification test.We wanted this

system to be simple, effective, and fast so that you can succeed on your National Board

Certification test with a minimum amount of time spent preparing for it. --Here Are Some of the



Features of Our Flashcard Study System for the National Board Certification ExamStudy after

study has shown that repetition is the most effective form of learning- and nothing beats

flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fastFlashcards engage more of

your senses in the learning process- you "compete" with yourself to see if you know the

answers to the questions, and the flipping action gets you actively involved in the learning

processOur cards are printed on heavy, bright white 67 lb. cover stock, and are laser printed at

1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these are professional-quality cards that will not smear or

wear out with heavy usageWe cover the major content areas on the examOur flashcards

include an edge that is micro-perforated, which means that you are much less likely to have a

painful papercut on your fingers when moving quickly through the cardsOur cards are portable,

making it easy for you to grab a few and study while waiting for the bus or the doctor, or

anywhere where you have a spare moment that would otherwise be wastedOur National Board

Certification cards are written in an easy to understand, straightforward style - we don't include

any more technical jargon than what you need to pass the testThe cards are a generous size-

3.67 x 4.25 inches- they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't so small that you have to use

a magnifying glass to read tiny type- all questions and answers are in a normal-size print for

easy studyingOur cards include in-depth explanations- you won't see any "one word" answers

on our cards that require you to go get a textbook to understand why your answer was wrong-

all of our cards include generous, thorough explanations so you not only get it right or wrong-

but you also know why!We use a font created by Microsoft to make reading easier- this will

enable you to absorb more information painlessly during late night study sessionsOur system

enables you to study in small, digestible bits of information- unlike using boring textbooks,

flashcards turn learning into a "game" you can play until you've mastered the materialIt's easy

for a friend to help you study- they don't even have to know anything about the National Board

Certification- if they can read, then they can quiz you with our flashcards!Now, let us explain

what the Flashcard Study System for the National Board Certification Exam is not. It is not a

comprehensive review of your education, as there's no way we could fit that onto a single set of

flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not saying that memorization alone will automatically

result in a passing National Board Certification score- you have to have the ability to apply it as

well. However, without the foundation of the core concepts, you cannot possibly hope to apply

the information. After all, you can't apply what you don't know.Flashcard Study System for the

National Board Certification Exam is a compilation of the hundreds of critical concepts you

must understand to pass the National Board Certification. Nothing more, nothing less. --If you

think there's even the smallest chance that these flashcards will help you, you owe it to yourself

to try them out. Don't let fear or doubt stand in the way of your opportunity to achieve the test

score you need to fulfill your dreams.--This text refers to the cards edition.
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Understanding Canadians:Everyday English Idioms & SlangBy Alison Bambury and Edward

ShawCopyright © Alison Bambury and Edward Shaw, 2022All rights reserved. No part of this

publication may be reproduced, distributed, stored in, introduced into a retrieval system, or

transmitted in any form, or by any means (electronic, photocopying, mechanical, recording or

otherwise) without the prior written permission of the copyright owners, except in the case of

brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-commercial uses permitted

by copyright law.Published by Streetsville MediaDEDICATIONSTo a couple of our favourite

CanadiansIn loving memory of Angie Jones. She wore a lot of hats, enjoyed letting her hair

down, and would pull out all the stops to help anyone in need. I hit the jackpot having her as

my friend for over 50 years.— Alison BamburyMaryam, University of Toronto Linguistics

Professor. Persian, first language: Farsi. Thank you for teaching me how best to teach my own

mother tongue, English. — Edward ShawWHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT

UNDERSTANDING CANADIANSThis book gives me fond memories of my first years in

Toronto. I remember being often confused back then by the slang words my Canadian school

mates would use, like using "Wicked!" to say "Very Nice" or "Excellent." Back then I didn't have

a handy reference book to help me understand the slang words my classmates were using.

Things are different now. As every newcomer to English-speaking Canada must also be an

English language learner in one way or another, I recommend this book as a user-friendly

guide to the nuances and special vocabulary of Canadian English. If you’ve ever felt a

hankering to look up words and expressions that are unique to Canada’s English-speaking

byways, if you’ve ever been perplexed by an overheard conversation in a Tim Hortons, then

this book is definitely for you!—Benjamin Castillo, English TeacherIt warmed the cockles of my

Saskatchewanian heart to read about my beloved bunny-hugs and coffee rows in this book.

Understanding Canadians is a helpful reference book that is very clear and to the point; a

useful resource for anyone new to Canada.—Cynthia Wagner, TranslatorI've worked with

Alison and Edward on and off for over 30 years and I know them both to be gifted

communicators. They've packed years of experience into Understanding Canadians, which is

loaded with insight into how our people think and speak. It's a charming, delightful read for

newcomers as well as long-time speakers of Canadian English.—Eugene Ellmen, Writer and

activist on green business and financeTable of ContentsDEDICATIONSWHAT PEOPLE ARE

SAYING ABOUT UNDERSTANDING CANADIANSINTRODUCTIONHOW TO USE THIS

BOOKPART 1: IDIOMSA. ACTION AND BEHAVIOURB. ADVICE AND HELPC. ANIMALSD.

BEING HUMANE. COLOURF. DEATHG. EMOTIONSH. FOOD & EATINGI. HEALTH &

THE BODYJ. LUCK & OPPORTUNITYK. MONEYL. WEATHER & THE ENVIRONMENTM.

WORKPART 2: EVERYDAY SLANGABOUT THE AUTHORSACKNOWLEDGEMENTSAN

INVITATIONINTRODUCTIONWelcome to Understanding Canadians: Everyday English Idioms

and Slang. This reference book aims to make Canadian English even friendlier. If your English

is already quite advanced but you want to learn how English-speaking Canadians use

everyday speech, this book is for you!Through fifteen years’ teaching experience, co-author

Edward Shaw has learned what people new to English need to learn about their alternative

language. Edward and co-author Alison Bambury have worked hard to craft the most useful

definitions and examples of common Canadian English idioms and slang. This book is not a

comprehensive guide to the 25,000 English idioms used around the world, but it does provide

definitions and examples of everyday Canadian speech.English is only one of Canada’s two

Official Languages, the other is French. Canada’s federal government, as well as two



provinces, Quebec and New Brunswick, offer services in both. European Francophones settled

in Canada in the 1500s, before the British. Both settler groups tried to suppress Indigenous

languages often brutally, though many have endured. For example, Oji-Cree and Inuktitut are

languages still spoken in parts of Canada today.Canadian English includes words from many

sources. It is significantly Latin-based, sharing many words and much grammar with French,

Spanish, Italian and Portuguese. The German spoken in the southern state of Saxony is

another major influence. Going even further back, the Vikings, who invaded the British Isles

also influenced Anglo-Saxon speakers with their Norse languages.After Canada was founded

in 1867, waves of immigrants from other countries helped to make Canadian English a World

English.Unlike Americans, Canadians usually spell words like colour, labour and neighbour

with “ou”. Americans spell these words without the "u" (color, labor and neighbor) but the

pronunciation of these words is generally the same. Influences on language over the years,

and Canada's history as a British Commonwealth country, accounts for the difference. In

Canada, choosing to spell the words one way or the other depends on teachers, employers

and style guides.This book focuses on idioms and slang commonly used in Canada today. To

clarify, an idiom is a group of words whose meaning is very different from the definition of each

individual word. For example, if something is “out of the blue,” it has nothing to do with colour. It

means something is a big surprise. Someone might say, “My promotion at work came out of

the blue.” Slang are words used very casually. These words bring together people in-the-know

by helping them quickly understand each other. For example, people from the province of

Saskatchewan might refer to the hooded sweatshirt they’re wearing as a “bunny-hug.”

Elsewhere, it’s known as a “hoodie.”We hope you enjoy this book and that it helps you to better

understand Canadians.Thank you!Alison Bambury and Edward ShawHOW TO USE THIS

BOOKThere are many ways you can use Understanding Canadians: Everyday English Idioms

and Slang. It’s as easy as one, two, three.First, scan the book, noting idioms or slang that

you’ve heard or want to try to use.Second, practice reading the idiom or slang out loud, create

your own sentence, and ask a Canadian if you’re using it correctly. This will help you become

more confident and comfortable with the language.Third, if you hear or read an idiom that is

new to you, search this book for it and learn its meaning.When in doubt, whether it’s about

using language, learning about customs, or needing directions on the street, ask an

understanding Canadian — we are happy to help. PART 1: IDIOMSWhat is an idiom?Idioms

are a group of words whose meaning is quite different from the definition of each individual

word. The meaning is usually figurative, not literal.Some idioms are figurative based on old

practices that are no longer in use. For example, the idiom “get off your high horse” can be

traced to medieval times when it was used literally to describe a tall riding horse. The only

people who could afford to own high horses were the wealthy and powerful. Today it means to

demonstrate arrogance or moral superiority and you might say, “Get off your high horse and

stop lecturing me.”Other idioms have an ironic meaning such as “burn your bridges” meaning

you’ve done so much damage to a relationship you can’t ever go back. In a sentence you might

say, “You behaved so badly towards everyone on the team that you burnt all your bridges.”The

following idioms are sorted into categories like “animals” to help you see the fine differences in

meaning between idioms that look similar on the surface, such as, “Eat like a horse” and “From

the horse’s mouth.”A. ACTION AND BEHAVIOURA walk in the parkSomething easy,

enjoyable“That game was a walk in the park to the world champion football team.”Barking up

the wrong treeLooking in the wrong place“You’re barking up the wrong tree if you think I’ll

support your project.”Be in your shoesSee another’s perspective“I wouldn’t want to be in your

shoes and have to explain to your wife that you dented her car.”Beat around the bushNot being



direct“Stop beating around the bush and tell me what really happened.”Bend over

backwardsDo everything possible“Thank you for bending over backwards to make our wedding

beautiful.”Blow hot and coldSomeone’s behaviour changes from one extreme to another and

back again“He keeps blowing hot and cold about taking this trip with me. I wish he’d make up

his mind.”Blow someone’s coverExpose the truth about someone“The journalist hoped nobody

would blow his cover at the demonstration.”Blow your own hornTo promote your best qualities,

brag“He was always blowing his own horn at staff meetings.”Bounce an idea off someoneGet

someone’s reactions or opinion“I’ve been thinking about our assignment. Can I bounce an idea

off of you?” Bowled me overVery impressed“That ten-year-old’s guitar solo really bowled

me over.”Burn your bridgesPermanently damage relationships“You behaved so badly towards

everyone on the team that you burnt all your bridges.”Called on the carpetCriticized,

reprimanded“The manager called me on the carpet for losing that client.”Chip off the old

blockResemble a family member“He’s an athlete just like his dad, a real chip off the old

block.”Clear the decksGet ready for action“We need to clear the decks and get ready to cook

this big family dinner.”Close the door on someoneReject“He kept borrowing money from me but

never paid it back so I closed the door on him.”Come from away (Atlantic Provinces)Not from

here or a stranger“You don’t know this town. You must have come from away.”Cut cornersDo

the bare minimum, skip steps“I really had to cut corners to meet that deadline.”Cut him/her

down to sizeRemind someone of their actual power“She was acting like the boss telling

everyone what to do so I had to cut her down to size.”Face the musicTake responsibility“Mom

found out that I failed my exam so now I’ve got to face the music.”Fill your boots (Atlantic

Provinces)Take as much as you would like“Look at all these tomatoes in my garden. Please fill

your boots and take some home.”Get the third degreeIntense questioning“When I returned my

father’s car with a scratch on it, he gave me the third degree.”Get your house in orderOrganize

your personal or business affairs“Get your own house in order before you start criticizing

me.”Go against the grainOpposite to the way something is usually done“Instead of working in

the family business I went against the grain and became an actor.”Gone through the roofa.

Suddenly angry: “She went through the roof when she saw the damage to her garden.”b.

Inflated value: “The price of gas has gone through the roof.”Hit the booksMust study“My exam

is tomorrow so I really have to hit the books tonight.”Hit the nail on the headAccurate, say the

right thing“She hit the nail on the head when she answered that question.”Hit the sackGo to

sleep“It’s been a long day, time to hit the sack.”In a tight spotHave few options“My money is

almost gone so I’m really in a tight spot.”In full swingLots of activity“The wedding was great and

now the party is in full swing.”
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